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Agile Defense DuroSuite
Mitigating Cybersecurity Risks with Security Technical
Implementation Guide (STIG) Automation

Key
Features

Easy
deployment

Repeatable

Agentless

Artifacts to show
STIG completion

Flexibly
scalable

The Department of Defense and Federal Agencies need to prevent advanced
persistent threat actors from gaining unauthorized access to their systems and
infrastructure. However, this presents a contentious and continuous challenge
with repetitive checks and audits. Agile Defense STIG automation offers a solid
and validated solution to perform ad-hoc systems audits, remediate, and provide
current state artifacts using an immutable automated approach that leverages
the advantages and cost savings of automation.

Overview
Security Technical Implementation Guides (STIGs) have been in use for many years to
help protect our Information Technology systems and infrastructure. As technology
evolves, cybersecurity threats advance at an unprecedented pace. In 2020, per the
Verizon 2021 Data Breach Investigations Report, the most common error resulting in a
data breach of a government entity was misconfiguration. Misconfiguration accounted
for nearly half of those mistakes that led to a breach. The solution to mitigate the risk of
misconfigurations threats is DuroSuite!
Agile Defense Inc.’s DuroSuite employs flexible and scalable automation applicable to
an extensive set of systems and use cases. DuroSuite can be used for on-prem, airgapped, or cloud infrastructures.
A key differentiator of Agile Defense DuroSuite is its ability to produce artifacts
guaranteeing that STIG’s are completed and that systems comply with Information
Assurance (IA) standards and the DISA Security Requirements Guide (SRG). In addition,
our solution is designed to evolve and adapt to the ever-changing IT landscape and
business practices. Agile Defense DuroSuite has the capability to scale flexibly and
indefinitely and to perform audits on any system that can be accessed via Secure Shell
Protocol or Windows Remote Management Protocols.
Agile Defense brings over 20 years of experience as an integrator to programmatically
automate and remediate systems security vulnerabilities. Within minutes, DuroSuite
can perform security configuration audits, remediation, and provide artifacts to
demonstrate that STIG’s have been completed. Our solution is critical to align agencies
towards operational consistency and repeatable processes as a single solution across
the enterprise infrastructure.
We have demonstrated the success of our CPaaS solution in supporting various
government agencies. After deploying our solution, the government agencies have
experienced a 98% labor cost reduction while freeing up staff to work on other
initiatives and higher priority tasks. Leave behind the panic that typically accompanies
audit preparation. Getting ready for a CCRI or CCORI audit is a breeze when using
DuroSuite. Agile Defense is paving the way for government and federal agencies to
adopt automation in their day-to-day operations.
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